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INTRODUCTION
In March of 2015, the Associated Press (AP) published AP Investigation:
Slaves May Have Caught the Fish You Bought.1 It was the first in a series of
articles the AP would publish over the next eighteen months detailing the
squalor and oppression faced daily by thousands of Southeast Asian
fishermen.2 What caught readers’ attention, however, was not merely the
unmasking of abuse.3 It was the reference to Safeway.4 It was the reference to
Wal-Mart.5 It was the reference to Fancy Feast.6 It was the allegation that
American consumers were complicit in the exploitation of foreign workers, and
it was the knowledge that there were photographs to prove it.7
To date, the AP’s investigative team has helped free more than 2000
slaves in Southeast Asian fisheries, and has even uncovered similar abuse on
American-flagged vessels.8 Nevertheless, it is evident that the AP’s reporting
Copyright © by Andrew Miller 2017
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has only scratched the surface of a deeply entrenched issue.9 While it is
difficult to quantify the scale of labor abuse in fisheries, scholars and agencies
agree that fishing industry workers comprise a substantial portion of the 20.9
million people trapped in forced labor worldwide.10
Unfortunately, legal protections for fishery workers can be challenging to
implement. Where regulatory protections exist, the burden is typically on a
vessel’s flag state to administer and enforce those regulations.11 Where a flag
state cannot or will not enforce national or international law, the absence of
ratified, binding legal frameworks frequently renders a port state’s authority to
intervene murky.12 As a result, flag and port state enforcement challenges have
tremendous capacity to impede upstream control of the fishing industry and
frustrate efforts to invoke legal protections for industry workers.
Where upstream control is ineffective, downstream consumer pressure
may provide an alternative means of control. The underlying assumption is that
rational, informed consumers will “vote with their wallets,” buying goods and
services from responsible suppliers while severing the financial umbilical cord
to noncompliant or irresponsible suppliers.13 In theory, noncompliant suppliers
must then either become compliant or perish in a competitive market.
Therefore, demand-side programs that effectively correct information
asymmetry—as ecolabel programs attempt to do—allow the market to
influence producers’ actions without the need for states to implement or
enforce command-and-control regulations.14
This paper will explore the potential for market tools to exert demand-side
control on human rights and labor abuse in international fisheries. It will
specifically examine methods to incentivize American seafood importers to
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better manage supply chains and de-select imports that are either untraceable or
that may otherwise be linked to illegal, unreported, or unregulated (IUU)
fishing. To that end, this paper will consider how demand-side tools—such as
modified ecolabels—could influence how fisheries operate.
Part 1 of this paper will provide an overview of human rights abuse in the
seafood industry. After discussing the role of slave labor in modern fisheries,
Part 1 will examine the market penetration of slave-caught seafood in the
United States and analyze the capacity of American markets to control how fish
are caught. Recognizing that international fishing regulations are notoriously
difficult to enforce, Part 2 of this paper will apply best practices of supply chain
management and industry certification programs to the problem of labor abuse
in fisheries. It will draw upon existing efforts to combat human rights and labor
abuse in order to illustrate how an effective, integrated consumer-based
program could be designed. The goal of this paper is not to advocate for any
particular program design, but rather to demonstrate how consumer choice at
home could influence how fisheries operate abroad.
It bears repeating that labor abuse in fisheries is a complex and
multifaceted issue. At its worst, it may manifest as human trafficking, child
labor, indentured servitude, or slavery.15 In its simpler forms, it may involve
the mistreatment of workers or the proliferation of hostile or threatening work
environments.16 It is important to recognize that no one solution will have the
breadth or nuance to address every type of labor abuse; as such, this paper will
not pretend to propose a catch-all solution.17 Rather, this paper will explore the
efficacy of one particular tool that could complement and buffer more nuanced
solutions to individual types of abuse.
I. AN OVERVIEW OF HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSE IN FISHERIES
Industry surveys, U.S. State Department reports, International Labor
Organization (ILO) white papers, and a seemingly endless catalogue of
investigative journalism have long recognized forced labor in fisheries as a real
and growing problem.18 One could be forgiven, then, for asking why the
15
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relevant authorities have had so little success at mitigating it. This section
details the present state of labor abuse in global fisheries and explores the
major practical and regulatory barriers to labor abuse mitigation at both ends of
the seafood supply chain. It concludes that the American import market is
optimally situated to force the hand of seafood producers and encourage more
effective industry oversight.
1.1. Industry Snapshot
Labor abuse in fisheries is a global problem.19 While the media spotlight
has recently lingered on Thai and Indonesian fisheries, documented cases of
worker abuse have surfaced in places as disparate as Ireland, Russia, and
Hawaii.20 Offending vessels have hailed from as diverse an array of flag states,
and investigators have traced slave-caught and slave-processed seafood to
retailers around the world.21 This snapshot highlights some of the most
prominent cases of labor abuse in fisheries, identifies trends in worker
exploitation, and underscores key market and regulatory conditions that
contribute to the proliferation of forced labor in the industry.
Thailand has long been at the forefront of the modern slavery
conversation.22 The country has appeared on the U.S. Department of State’s
Tier 2 Watch List for human trafficking five of the past seven years due to its
central role as a “source, destination, and transit country” for victims of forced
labor and sex trafficking.23 Thai fisheries in particular have proved vulnerable
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to corruption, and stories of abuse in the seafood industry break with
uncomfortable regularity.24
Most prominently, a 2015 AP investigation generated media frenzy—and
even stirred calls for boycotts—when it traced the path of slave-peeled shrimp
from Thai factories to American grocery stores.25 The investigation uncovered
a culture of abuse in Thailand’s premier shrimp processing region, where
hundreds of off-the-books shrimp-peeling factories supply some of the world’s
largest seafood companies.26 Workers—frequently illegal migrants held against
their will—peel shrimp upwards of sixteen hours per day for little to no pay.27
Factory owners often threaten to beat them, call the police, or shoot them on the
spot for unsatisfactory performance.28
The Thai government’s response has been abysmally impotent.29 With the
help of an escaped laborer, police raided one of the factories under
investigation by the Associated Press.30 Officers escorted workers out of the
building and celebrated the raid as a victory against human trafficking.31
Despite appearances, however, the raid was a farce.32 Police declined to arrest
the factory’s owners and operators, and those migrant laborers who had valid
papers soon returned to work.33 Migrants without papers—including the
whistleblower who inspired the raid—were incarcerated for working
illegally.34 The peeling operation eventually changed venues, but off-the-books
shrimp processing continues relatively unimpeded throughout the region.35
Unfortunately, this case is not an anomaly; it is representative of a much
larger narrative that crosses international borders. Around the same time as the
Thai fishery investigation, a related AP inquiry unearthed a similar story of
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modern slavery in Indonesia.36 Reporters found hundreds of men—mostly
Burmese migrants—trapped in an island village.37 Some, stranded by captains
of ships past, simply cannot leave the island; others are held in cages or cells
barely large enough for grown adults.38 Once at sea, trawler captains force
laborers to work twenty- to twenty-two-hour shifts and routinely beat them—
sometimes with toxic stingray tails.39
Many of these slaves were tricked or coerced into entering Indonesia and
have little hope of escape.40 Those slaves who can escape are chased into the
jungle, where they must constantly avoid the grasp of paid slave catchers.41
Although Indonesian government interventions have seen moderate success—a
rescue operation spurred by the AP investigation recovered some 320
migrants—they only scratch the surface of the problem.42 The International
Organization for Migration estimates that more than 4000 foreign workers
continue to face abuse in the Indonesian fishing industry.43
Ten-thousand kilometers across the Pacific,44 Hawaiian fisherman face
similar challenges. In a state famous for its heavily regulated fishing industry,
hundreds of foreign workers across nearly 140 boats labor in a state of
regulatory captivity for as little as seventy cents an hour.45 Once in port, the
workers are confined to their boats and cannot access legal resources to
improve their condition.46
Remarkably, federal law sanctions this system.47 Because certain
Hawaiian boats are exempt from federal employment standards,48 captains
often crew their boats with cheap, foreign laborers who—if they enter the
country by sea—do not even require visas.49 Because they are not issued visas,
however, the fishermen cannot leave their boats in U.S. ports.50 With no access
36
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to government institutions and without a legally protected right to work in the
United States, migrant fishermen are subject to the whims of their employers.51
Even where government agents encounter potential labor abuse, they are
generally powerless to act.52 Nevertheless, law enforcement officials continue
to tout the legality of this system.53
Together, the cases from Thailand, Indonesia, and Hawaii make it clear
that labor abuse in the fishing industry is pervasive and varied.54 On land or at
sea, the story is often one of coercion and human trafficking; in some
circumstances, the story transforms into one of overt slavery. Migrant workers,
stripped of their passports by circumstance or by their employers, often bear the
brunt of this abuse. Without access to the legal institutions of their port states,
these workers have no recourse for the abuses they face.
Unfortunately, global trends in fish consumption and capture are poised to
exacerbate the problem of labor abuse.55 Declining fish populations drive
increased competition within fisheries and force captains to run their boats
further out to sea, often beyond the reach of law enforcement.56 The increased
costs and higher risk of failure associated with these changes make cheap
migrant labor an attractive option for captains looking to mitigate financial
risk.57 In the absence of regulatory or market intervention, rising seafood
demand and declining fish stocks mean the benefits of forced labor will
continue to outweigh the costs for certain producers.58
1.2. Upstream Barriers to Abuse Mitigation
Although labor abuse can occur at every link in the seafood supply chain,
the worst abuses are concentrated upstream in seafood producing nations.59 It
would therefore seem to follow that regulating labor practices in a particular
product’s country of origin would be the key to abating systemic abuse.
Upstream management of the fishing industry has proved difficult, however, in
large part due to widespread enforcement challenges.60 Regulations
promulgated at the national and international levels are toothless if national
actors cannot effectively implement them. Nevertheless, the majority of efforts
to date have focused on upstream regulation of seafood producers.61
51
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The ILO is the primary agency responsible for setting labor standards at
the international level.62 The agency’s 187 member states collectively design
labor standards—published in conventions—that become binding after they are
ratified by two or more member states.63 To date, the ILO has published 188
conventions that define international labor standards for fishers,64 migrant
workers,65 and victims of forced labor,66 among others. The ratification
mandate, however, has impeded the implementation of these conventions.67 To
date, only ten member states have ratified the 2007 Work in Fishing
Convention, and the convention has not yet entered into force.68 Likewise,
several of the countries most associated with migrant abuse in fisheries have
declined to ratify the 1949 and 1975 conventions on migrant workers.69
Even where ILO conventions are ratified and binding, however,
enforcement can be problematic. While the ILO maintains a supervisory
program to ensure ratified conventions are implemented,70 and while the
agency may respond to individual complaints received outside of the traditional
supervisory channels,71 the ILO still requires individual member states to serve
as the proverbial boots on the ground.72 Additionally, the success of this system
hinges on the ILO’s ability to gather specific information about labor abuse.73
http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/subjects-covered-by-international-labour-standards/migrantworkers/lang—en/index.htm (last visited Apr. 3, 2017); International Labour Standards on Forced
Labour,
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note 9, at 15–16, 21–30.
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In the context of fisheries, where even industry actors often struggle to
supervise their supply chains, gathering the information necessary to affect
change seems like an insurmountable task.74 Thus, the ILO is often
functionally limited to encouraging sovereigns to address the problem of labor
abuse at the national level.75
This effectively renders the laws of individual sovereigns—in this case,
the flag and port states of fishing vessels—the first and last line of upstream
defense for fishery workers facing abuse. Unfortunately, corruption, conflicting
incentives, and practical enforcement challenges act as legal kryptonite and
frequently impede domestic worker protection efforts.76
In Thailand, for example, local corruption stymies enforcement of national
laws. In one case, authorities refused to arrest the owners of a forced labor
shrimp-peeling factory, despite having already raided the factory for violating
labor standards.77 It was not until a high-ranking Bangkok official intervened—
on a tip from the AP—that the factory was shuttered and its owners arrested.78
While it serves as a potential check to local corruption, this type of
national-level intervention is complicated by the conflicting incentives that
many seafood exporters face. For example, Thailand must balance its policy
goals with the economic value of its seafood industry. Too little regulation, and
the country may face international sanctions;79 too much, and it may strangle
the very industry it is trying to reform.80
For its part, the U.S. government has expressly carved out an exemption to
federal maritime laws that allows certain Hawaiian captains to crew their
vessels with migrant workers who lack substantive legal protections. In the late
1980s, Congress passed the Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel AntiReflagging Act in an attempt to “‘Americanize’ the country’s fishing fleets.”81
In relevant part, the Act requires that American citizens comprise at least 75
percent of the crew on any U.S.-flagged fishing vessel.82 In order to protect the

74
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economic value of Hawaiian fisheries,83 however, the Act exempts from this
mandate fishing vessels that singularly pursue highly migratory species outside
of the U.S. exclusive economic zone (EEZ).84
Due to technicalities in U.S. immigration law, captains are not required to
obtain visas for migrant fishermen if those fishermen do not disembark in
port.85 Furthermore, U.S. Customs and Border Protection requires captains to
hold the passports of all nonimmigrant crewmembers.86 Thus, while migrant
crewmembers are permitted to fish for highly migratory species on U.S.
vessels, they cannot legally enter the United States or seek legal protections.87
Instead, they are left vulnerable to the whims of their captains in the interest of
economics.88
Even where resources and incentives align, however, practical difficulties
often hinder on-the-ground enforcement of labor standards. As coastal
ecosystems become increasingly overfished, vessels must travel farther out to
sea for longer periods of time in order to turn a profit.89 This makes it harder
for authorities to detect and respond to incidents of labor abuse at sea, and
compounds the effects of other enforcement barriers.90
Ultimately, these enforcement challenges are at the heart of the problem.
Regulatory reform, however necessary, cannot effectively combat labor abuse
if the implementing state does not exercise its police powers. If flag and port
states cannot or will not act to prevent labor abuse in fisheries, upstream control
of the industry is not possible.
1.3. Downstream Regulation in the United States
In the absence of effective upstream control of the seafood supply chain,
downstream actors’ decisions must drive industry change. Until recently,
American consumers were unaccountable to forced labor victims, because a
loophole in the Tariff Act of 1930 permitted American companies to import
slave-produced goods whenever there was insufficient domestic supply (the socalled “consumptive demand” exemption).91 In 2016, President Obama signed
83
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The Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act (TFTEA) to close this
loophole,92 but traceability issues ensure that slave-produced seafood continues
to slip through the cracks.93 The TFTEA does not authorize a “ban on whole
categories of goods from specific countries;”94 it merely requires American
importers to serve as gatekeepers via due diligence and reasonable care.95 The
TFTEA’s ability to restrict the importation of goods produced with forced labor
is therefore inextricably tied to importers’ capacity to monitor their supply
chains.
Critically, that monitoring capacity is not something the seafood industry
is known for. Importers generally recognize that labor abuse is common, but
most do not believe it is a problem in their own supply chains.96 Because
seafood and seafood products pass through such a murky chain of custody, it is
often impossible to trace a particular product back to its source.97 Even large
importers who conduct site visits struggle to identify tainted products, because
those products are indistinguishable from responsibly sourced products once
they have left the boat or processing facility.98 Unfortunately, if industry actors
exercising reasonable care cannot identify tainted goods in their own supply
chains, the TFTEA has little hope of meaningfully reducing imports of slaveproduced seafood.
1.4. The Role and Potential of American Demand (consumer driven controls)
The limited capacity of statutory controls notwithstanding, American
consumers possess tremendous power to influence seafood supply chains.
While it is challenging to quantify the specific market penetration of slaveproduced seafood in the United States (largely because these products’ trade is
illegal and undocumented),99 it is unquestionable that American demand for
seafood is an imposing force in the global market.100
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For example, in 2015, American companies imported over $18 billion in
seafood and seafood products from 151 countries, accounting for 14 percent of
worldwide seafood imports.101 Much of this demand targets labor-intensive
products, such as shrimp.102 Because almost 90 percent of shrimp consumed in
the United States is imported,103 changes in demand could have dramatic
consequences for global suppliers. This is particularly true for countries like
Thailand, which shipped over 44 percent of its shrimp exports to the United
States in 2015.104
Although the sum of the American seafood market is not as importdependent as the shrimp market, there is still substantial capacity for American
consumers to influence global producers.105 In 2014, American fishermen
landed 9.5 billion pounds of seafood.106 American companies imported an
additional 5.8 billion pounds of seafood and exported 3.9 billion pounds.107
Because imports remain a sizeable component of the domestic seafood market,
the decisions American consumers make at the supermarket translate into real
economic impacts for fisheries abroad.108 American consumers are therefore
well positioned to serve as market-forcing entities and shape the international
seafood market through competitive choice.109
If American consumers are to exert sufficient economic pressure on
seafood producers to influence their reliance on forced labor, however, two
problems need to be corrected. First, seafood retailers and importers need to
have verifiable supply chains. If these sophisticated parties cannot confidently
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certify that their supply chains do not capitalize on labor abuse, the impact of
market-forcing decisions cannot translate up those supply chains to producers.
Second, information asymmetry needs to be eliminated in order to allow
consumers to accurately select for responsibly sourced products.
2. MAPPING A PATH FORWARD: THE POTENTIAL FOR FISHERY CERTIFICATION
PROGRAMS (DISCUSSING EXISTING SOLUTIONS)
Where upstream regulation of an industry is insufficient to achieve social
goals, downstream industry actors and consumers have the opportunity to drive
upstream change by selectively wielding their economic power and forcing
markets to react. In order for this type of downstream control to be effective,
however, information asymmetries must be corrected. First, downstream
industry actors need to be aware of their own supply chains and understand, to
the greatest extent possible, what happens at every link in the chain.110 Next,
consumers need a way to verify that claims about supply chains and corporate
practices are trustworthy.111 Third-party certifications provide both a financial
incentive to better manage supply chains and an opportunity to close the
information gap between industry actors and consumers.
Third-party certifications have been used to improve the traceability and
sustainability of seafood supply chains for more than a decade,112 but their
application to labor abuse in the industry is a relatively new phenomenon.113
This section first outlines best practices in supply chain management, drawing
on Nike and the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) as examples. It then
discusses an existing certification program and considers its design in light of
these practices.
Nike’s infamous labor scandal at the turn of the millennium demonstrated
that achieving supply chain transparency is a critical first step to combatting
labor abuse by upstream parties.114 Downstream companies cannot be
accountable for the actions of their upstream suppliers if they do not know who
those suppliers are or how those suppliers manage day-to-day operations. For
its part, Nike struggled to characterize the day-to-day operations of factories
110
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with which it dealt directly;115 but this problem is compounded in the seafood
industry, where products pass through an increasingly murky supply chain
before they are exported.116 Even the most sophisticated of seafood importers
often struggle to accurately back-trace their product past their direct
suppliers.117
A third-party certification system that tags products at the dock could
untangle those supply chains and allow importers to plainly identify every set
of hands their products have passed through.118 This serves two purposes. First,
it would correct information asymmetry between seafood suppliers and
importers, thereby allowing importers to make more informed decisions about
their supply chains. Second, this type of chain-of-custody scheme would
empower consumers to trace their purchases from “ocean to plate,”119 allowing
them to more accurately analyze the social impacts of their purchasing
decisions.120
One major criticism of existing chain-of-custody programs—such as the
MSC’s sustainability certification121—is that certification costs and complexity
risk dampening a program’s real-world environmental impact.122 Certifications
lose their economic value if they cannot be proved to induce social benefits, or
if parties believe the costs to get certified outweigh the value of the benefits
rendered.123 Any third-party certification scheme aimed at combatting labor
abuse in fisheries should therefore incorporate regular audits to ensure
continued compliance with program standards. Additionally, any such scheme
should endeavor to share costs among the parties most capable of bearing them.
Fair Trade USA’s budding Capture Fisheries Program provides one
example of these best practices in action.124 The program reduces barriers to
participation and promotes equitable cost sharing by certifying the more
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sophisticated importer, rather than the individual fisher.125 It then uses a
“stepwise approach” to ensure both the certificate holder and the fishers in the
source fishery are contractually bound to established standards of community
development, human rights, wages and working conditions, and environmental
responsibility.126 These standards increase annually from a relatively low
starting point in order to prevent attainability concerns from serving as a further
barrier to participation.127 Finally, the Capture Fisheries Program unionizes
fishers under a local Fisher Association, which provides on-the-ground
oversight and empowers member fishers to help lead certification efforts.128
Because each Fisher Association is created for the sole purpose of
implementing the Capture Fisheries Program, these entities provide an
additional level of checks for program compliance.
The Capture Fisheries Program also implements stringent rules for
traceability.129 Only licensed fishers within an established Fisher Association
may sell their product as Fair Trade seafood.130 From the moment a product
reaches the dock, it is labeled and receives a Fair Trade certificate.131 Every
transaction from landing to final sale must be recorded, such that Fair Trade
seafood can be traced back to the fisher who caught it.132 Finally, to ensure
compliance, certified fisheries are subject to annual audits by Fair Trade USAapproved third-party auditors.133
Because the Capture Fisheries Program has not yet reached the scale and
recognition of MSC certification, it is difficult to quantify its relative success to
date. Nevertheless, the recent proliferation of this and similar programs
suggests that there is a market for third party, labor rights-based fishery
certifications, and that similar certifications may be an effective tool in the
labor abuse mitigation toolkit.
CONCLUSION
Labor abuse in fisheries is a complex and multifaceted problem. No one
solution will have the breadth or nuance to address every type of abuse, and
every solution will have tradeoffs. Nevertheless, it is evident that demand-side
control of seafood supply chains has the potential to mitigate the use of forced
labor and abusive practices in fisheries around the globe. Third-party
certification schemes hold particular promise, as well-designed programs can
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simultaneously increase supply chain transparency and empower consumers to
drive corporate social responsibility efforts.
Certification schemes that directly engage fishing communities and
implement robust chain-of-custody standards will be most effective at
overcoming traditional barriers to traceability. In order to encourage
participation and ensure that already marginalized communities are not
negatively impacted, proposed certification schemes should also carefully
consider how program costs and incentives are allocated throughout the supply
chain. Only by painting a direct path from ship to shelf can third-party
certifications genuinely affect social change through market forces.

